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G R O U P



“We are proud of our accomplishments and are confidently optimistic about the future.“

At the UBL GROUP, we heavily focus on
the importance of growing together, 
and an alliance with us guarantees that. 
Thousands of companies moving forward 
with us have accomplished their goals of 
long-term sustainability even in the most 
daunting circumsdaunting circumstances.

We believe in…
• Empowering young minds and training them for a 
   brighter future for humanity.

• Energizing and supporting the business community 
   to ensure a prosperous tomorrow.

• Remembering the society we dwell and the need to pay
  back to the community

Success becomes meaningful when 
you create successors on your path.



To empower people with our diversified services in every possible field. To become the 
world's most preferred company and serve the people by all means.  It is a joy to 
assist others. Hence we use current technology and its advantages to help people and 
stay committed.

 

VISION 

MISSION 
To help and assist companies in thriving through our set of services in the fields of 
company formations,  accounting & audit ing,  digital  marketing,  talent supply,  
commercial property services, event management, and support in the creation of a 
compassionate community with the facility ofvisual media by inspiring and training 
young people who volunteer to be a part of the organization.



OUR MILESTONES



UBL TOURS & TRAVELS

UBL TV CHANNEL

ADDUBA EVENTS

BINJOS ONLINE CLASSIFIEDS

UBL ACADEMY

UBL DIGITAL MARKETING

UBL ACCOUNTING & AUDITING

UBL BUSINESS CENTRE

UBL BUSINESS SETUP

UBL PROPERTIES





UBL BUSINESS SETUP
Starting a company in Dubai is a great way to take advantage of the UAE's fast-growing
business environment. Dubai being the epicenter of trade in the region, it is your move 
toward security in the future which requires the assistance of experts, technical advice, 
and professional guidance. UBL Business Setup's expertise in company formation and 
related services is the product of dynamic experiences. Thousands of satisfied clients 
from different industries have helped us retain our status as the best business setup 
ccompany in Dubai Mainland for years.

UAE Trade License Services 

Local Sponsorship Services

Office Space, PRO Services 

Free-zone License Service

Legal Translations 

Trade Mark Registration





UBL Business Center helps you alleviate the burden of capital investment management at the
 start of your dream business with the help of our widespread network of cutting-edge office space, 
 workspace, and co-working space. UBL business centers, located in all of Dubai's prime locations,
 provide an unmatched level of business and workplace solutions, personalized service from our staff, 
 a productive atmosphere with easy access, parking, and all required facilities, allowing you to focus
 on your core business operations as we take care of the office management.

UBL BUSINESS CENTRE

Independent offices
Shared offices
Virtual offices
Conference rooms
Reception servies



As a reputed real estate consultant in Dubai, you can select from a wide variety of properties offered. 
The UAE's rapidly expanding property market is still the best choice for investment.Choosing the best property 
to live in or work in is often a difficult task across the world. Without any hidden fees or hassles, an experienced 
hand will assist you in finding the ideal property. Buy or Sell any property, rent a home or office in Dubai. 
The UBL Properties will guide you through the process with the utmost clarity and minimal charges.

UBL PROPERTIES



Office Space
Commercial Space Renatls
Residential Renatls
Buying and Selling of Properties



Being the part of a large corporation, we understand the value of keeping 
financial records up to the benchmark. Our vast team of accounting and 
auditing experts, who are well experienced, trustworthy, and dedicated, 
will now take the stress out of your business chores by handling your 
frustrating accounting ,taxation and related headaches. Two Decades 
of Trust from our clients keep us going strong and efficient.

UBL ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING

Statutory Audit 
Monthly Accounting Services
Internal Audit
VAT Registration 
VAT Return Filing 
VAT De-Registration
VVAT Refund



UBL Digital Marketing: “Being digital is being global.” UBL Digital 
Marketing team has an extensive presence in UAE and India. The 
marketing strategies formulated by our innovative and efficient 
strategists’ paves way for brands to be the quickest and mightiest in 
the ever-changing world of the digital era. The entire digital marketing 
strategy is introduced by us. Our SEO experts maximize the online 
abiliability and, as a result, attract more clients.

UBL DIGITAL MARKETING

Digital Marketing 
SEO, SMM, Google Ads 
Web design & Development 
APP Development 
Software Development 
Email Marketing



“Traveling tends to magnify all human emotions.” UBL Travels, one of the most reputable 
travel management companies in Dubai, has always been an example of the timely and 
convenient services in the industry, and our 24x7 available travel experts help travelers all 
across the globe to have a hassle-free and enjoyable experience by booking their travel via us. 
Our dedicated team is enthusiastic about building long-lasting memories.

UBL TOURS & TRAVELS

UAE Tourist Visa
Holiday Packages
Corporate Travel Management
UAE Inbound Tourist Packages
Hotel Booking
Air Ticketing
TTravel Insurance 
MICE Tours



UBL HD TV is the only Malayalam TV Channelbroadcasted from DUBAI, that aims to bring engaging 
genres of content available to the public. We create and air programs that cover all the major 
categories like entertainment, lifestyle, travel, religion, news, sports, etc. Our team is highly 
conscious of bringing out the best of high-quality, entertainment and informative content for 
the general audience. Our programs are fresh, unique, and devoid of hurtful or toxic content, 
perfectly aligned with viewership psychology. We cater to viewers belonging to a maximum number
oof demographics. The UBL team constantly analyses and filters our programs to produce quality
content that is well updated with the broader outlook. At UBL, we understand the pulse of  our viewers
and believe in the general dictum of presenting the honest matter in the boldest way possible



UBL HD TELEVISION CHANNEL

ubllive.com/live-tv
e-vision 813

With the ever-rising number of Malayalees in the UAE comes the need for better entertainment  
channels with high-quality reality shows and groundbreaking content. UBL HD broadcasts world-class 
news, Live phone-in programs, contemporary and sociopolitical discussions,Movies, Music, Comedy, and 
other entertainment in varied forms of shows.  The 24x7 entertainment  is delivered in High-Definition 
picture quality, enabling a smooth andattractive experience anywhere in the world on smartphones and 
computers. Rated as the number one Malayalam channel in the UAE, UBLHD continue to showcaseprograms 
that meet Inthat meet International standards of innovation and productivity. Now availableon Etisalat and Du Television 
platforms in the UAE, also streaming via IPTV and TerrestrialBroadcast solutions in GCC Countries and India. 



To make something truly entertaining, the mind must be laser-focused on the smallest of details. 
At ADDUBA Events, we take a fresh approach to event planning and put a strong focus on achieving 
world-class performances. We promise to make all your special occasions and celebrations a grand 
success with our state-of-the-art event services. 

ADDUBA EVENTS

Events Organizing & Managing 
Private Function Photo Shoot 
Fashion Show | Film TV Radio Production 
Wedding Events|Exhibition Organizing
Performing Arts|Parties & Entertainment 
Conference & Seminar Organizing 
CCorporate Video 
AD Film Production



In the advent of web-powered customer level buying and selling, an evolving and most convenient 
online classified facility is assisting people in transactions across a digital marketplace. Binjos 
has established itself as one of the most popular online destinations for all types of classified ads.
The platform is well-suited to the publication of all types of advertisements, from a pin to a palace. 

BINJOS CLASSIFIEDS

Job Ads
Property
Motors
Classifieds
Community
furniture



With the vision of our chairman to empower the younger generation to be competitive 
in the ever-changing digital world, the UBL Academy opens doors for all budding aspiring 
talents by being a place to develop their creativity and skills in the field of digital marketing 
and other web-oriented careers. The tailor-made curriculum and hands-on industrial experience 
backed with guidance from well-experienced trainers are designed to bring up the best professionals
out of the students. UBL Academy supports every student with international placement support.

UBL ACADEMY

Digital Marketing  
Social Media Marketing 
Search Engine Marketing 
Web Development 
Google Adwords
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